Edgbaston Campus Map

Works of sculpture are key features of the main Edgbaston campus. Discover a wealth of styles, materials and ideas on our sculpture trail.

A  Equestrian Statue of King George I
   Bronze, 1717–22
   Workshop of John Nost the Elder

B  Mermaid Fountain
   Bronze and stone, 1961
   William James Bloye

C  Beethoven, Virgil, Michelangelo,
   Plato, Shakespeare, Newton,
   Watt, Faraday and Darwin
   Darley Dale stone, 1907
   Henry Pegram

D  King Edward VII
   Marble, 1912
   Alfred Drury

E  Girl in a Hat
   Bronze, 1972
   Bernard Sindall RA

F  Heraldic Shields from Mason College
   Stone, c.1870–80
   Maker unknown

G  Scorched Flats
   Steel, 1974
   Sir Anthony Caro

H  The Reading Girl (La Garibaldina)
   Marble, 1861
   Pietro Magni

I  Ancestor 1
   Bronze, 1970
   Dame Barbara Hepworth

J  Engineering Frieze
   Stone, 1964
   William James Bloye

K  The Wrestlers
   Granite, 1950
   Edward Bainbridge-Copnall

L  Faraday
   Bronze, 2000
   Sir Eduardo Paolozzi CBE, RA

M  Portrait bust of Dame Hilda Lloyd
   Bronze, 1951
   Sir Jacob Epstein